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Anthony,
 
Yes, ComEd has reviewed the memo related to the self-direct bill credit and thanks for pointing out the issue Ameren
discovered about the RPS rates.  I did run through the calculations (see attachment) and noticed the following
differences:
 

1. 2010 LTPPAs:  2022-2023 Total Anticipated Costs should reflect $17.2M figure and not the $14.3M figure (2023-
2024 Anticipated Costs).  Below are the estimated LTPPAs figures based on the 2011 NERA Rec spend Analysis. 
The difference in the prior figures makes up the difference between the total estimated costs of $50.1M versus
$47.2M in the IPA’s table.

 
LTPPAs: ~$50.131M (Anticipated Costs)

 
2. 2017-2019 Forward Procurements: It appears the 2022-2023 Total Anticipate Costs should reflect $13,647083

(sum of $7.9M plus $5.7M figures) rather than the $11.9M figure in the IPA’s table.
3. Based on changes noted in 1) and 2) above, the Total Costs column reflects $81.5M and based on the

information above, I compute total costs of $86,075,999 ($50,128,607 + $35,947,392)
4. Based on changes noted in 3) above, I compute C) to be equal to 7.25% rather than 6.86% and D) the RPS Rate

of $0.364233/MWH (7.25% * $5.0248/MWH)
 
Thanks,
 
Brad
 

 

From: Star, Anthony <Anthony.Star@Illinois.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2023 9:23 AM
To: Bjerning, Bradley L:(ComEd) <bradley.bjerning@ComEd.com>
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		Delivery Year		2021-2022		2022-2023		2022-2023		2022-2023		2023-2024

		Actual/Anticipated		Actual		Actual (Jun-Jan)		Anticipated (Feb-May)		Anticipated		Anticipated		Total Costs

				$18,588,255		$17,220,345				$17,220,345		$14,320,007		$50,128,607

				$8,251,385		$7,960,798		$5,686,285		$13,647,083		$14,048,924		$35,947,392

		A) Total cost		$26,839,640		$25,181,143		$5,686,285		$30,867,428		$28,368,931		$86,075,999

		B) Annual RPS Collections		$334,084,828						$425,587,002		$427,796,091		$1,187,467,921

		C) = A)/B)												7.25%

		D) RPS Rate ($/MWH)												$5.0248/MWH

														0.364233







Subject: [EXTERNAL]self-direct bill credit analysis
 

 

EXTERNAL MAIL. Do not click links or open attachments from unknown senders or unexpected Email.

 

Brad,
 
I wanted to make sure that you have seen this memo that we released last week on the self-direct bill credit level:
 
https://ipa.illinois.gov/content/dam/soi/en/web/ipa/documents/self-direct-bill-credit-analysis-21523-333pm.pdf
 
Ameren pointed out to us that we inadvertently flipped the RPS rates for ComEd and Ameren so we’ll be correcting
that, but if you have other feedback, please let us know.
 
Thanks.
 
-Anthony
 
Anthony Star (he/him)
Senior Advisor and Interim Chief of the Planning & Procurement Bureau
 
 

 
Office: 312-814-8106
Fax: 312-814-0926
Email: Anthony.star@illinois.gov
Ipa.illinois.gov
 
Illinois Power Agency
105 West Madison Street, Suite 1401
Chicago, Illinois 60602

 

State of Illinois - CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this communication is confidential, may be
attorney-client privileged or attorney work product, may constitute inside information or internal deliberative staff
communication, and is intended only for the use of the addressee. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying of this
communication or any part thereof is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in
error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and destroy this communication and all copies thereof, including
all attachments. Receipt by an unintended recipient does not waive attorney-client privilege, attorney work product privilege,
or any other exemption from disclosure.

This Email message and any attachment may contain information that is proprietary, legally privileged,
confidential and/or subject to copyright belonging to Exelon Corporation or its affiliates ("Exelon"). This Email
is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to which it is addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, or
the employee or agent responsible for delivery of this Email to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this Email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this Email and any copies.
Exelon policies expressly prohibit employees from making defamatory or offensive statements and infringing
any copyright or any other legal right by Email communication. Exelon will not accept any liability in respect
of such communications. -EXCIP
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